Oracle Data Safe
Lower the cost of securing each on-premises Oracle Database by up to $1,500
annually and unlock as much as half of a typical database administrator’s
availability by leveraging Oracle Data Safe. All on-premises Oracle Database
customers can now immediately deploy proven security controls using existing
resources for only $200 per month* with Data Safe, a unified database security
cloud service.

The problem
You need data to run your business, but that
same essential data can introduce massive risk.

284%


Data breaches on the rise1

76%


$230M


The gap between supply and demand for
cybersecurity professionals has now surpassed
four million, resulting in skyrocketing staffing
costs that leave many organizations at extreme
risk of a security event.

Compliance regulations are expanding

Of orgs face a skills shortage2

Breaches increased 284% YoY in 2019,
with more than 20 reported breaches per
day on average. Attack techniques are
evolving but the target stays the same:
data in databases.

Largest EU GDPR fine3
in number and scope, including regional
privacy regulations like the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Fines
present a serious financial risk

“On average, our research respondents use
over 100 discrete cybersecurity controls.” 4

Oracle and KPMG Cloud Threat Report, 2020

The current state

A new solution

Manual tools and scripts

Oracle Data Safe



This approach is extremely time-consuming, so
security assessments are typically only executed
quarterly or even annually. When an organization
does find an issue, it's often too late.

Oracle Data Safe greatly reduces the time and cost of
securing Oracle Databases by unifying security tasks
including:


Security assessments
User risk assessments

Third-party point solutions
This approach is expensive due to costs including
software licensing and support, complicated
agent-based deployments, and requirements for
on-premises system resources.

Activity auditing
Sensitive data discovery
Data masking

In a single, extensible, unified cloud service
that offers:



Do nothing

No complicated deployment

This is simply not a viable approach. Breaches
and fines are too common, for organizations
large and small, and the potential consequences
for failure are too grave to ignore.

No risk of shelfware
No new infrastructure to manage
No need for manual upgrades
No need for professional services

“Oracle Data Safe unifies customer data security
tasks on a single pane of glass.” 5


Ovum, 2019

Oracle Data Safe consolidates database security, Tony Baer

Data Safe can lower the cost and time spent on securing Oracle Databases
because it unifies critical data security tasks in a single, unified cloud service.

No special security expertise is needed to deploy or manage Data Safe.

Be up and running in 30 minutes.

Close security and compliance gaps today!
Schedule a demo

*Includes 1M audit records per month. Audit records in excess of 1M are charged at $0.08 per additional 10,000 records.


1 https://www.riskbasedsecurity.com/2020/02/10/number-of-records-exposed-in-2019-hits-15-1-billion/


2 https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/92312-of-cybersecurity-leaders-face-skills-shortage

3

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2019/07/ico-announces-intention-to-fine-british-airways


4 https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/cloud/oracle-cloud-threat-report-2020.pdf

5 https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/corporate/analystrelations/ovum-datasafe.pdf

